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The structure and persistence of critical point solutions obtained from solving
constrained optimization problem by the quadratic penalty, the logarithmic-barrier
functions, and the multiplier methods are analyzed. This analysis is mainly con-
cerned with singularities due to the Hessian of the Lagrangian being singular on a
tangent space. Formulation of the first order conditions of optimality into an
algebraic system of equations is first established. The singularities of this system
are then classified and solutions are investigated at singularities of codimensions
zero and one in terms of the bifurcation behavior and persistence of the curve of
critical points. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
In this section we will develop a closed system of nonlinear equations
whose solutions are approximations of all local minima of the original
nonlinear programming problem. Then a characterization of all singular
points in this system is established. In this development the following
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n 1  .notation will be needed. For a function f : R ª R , the gradient of f x
 . nwill be a column vector denoted by = f x . If x g R , then the differentialx
 .operator D s ­r­ x , ­r­ x , . . . , ­r­ x is a row operator whose trans-x 1 2 n
T T w xTpose is D s = . Hence, D f is a row vector, = f s D f s D f , andx x x x x x
n 1 2 w x w x n mthe Hessian of f : R ª R is = f s D = f s = D f . If F: R ª R ,x x x x x
then D F is an m-by-n matrix whose element in the ith row and jthx
k  .column is ­ F r­ x . Later, the higher order derivative D F x will be usedi j x 0
and can be computed by
k­ F x q t s q ??? qt s .0 1 1 k kkD F x s s ??? s s . .x 0 1 2 k ­ t ??? ­ tk 1 t s ??? st s01 k
In many cases these derivatives can be efficiently computed by composi-
2 w  .xtion. As an example, D Fs s s D D Fs s wherein one computesx 1 2 x x 1 2
m  .D F, forms D Fs g R , computes D D Fs , and finally formsx x 1 x x 1
w  .x m nD D Fs s g R where s and s g R are independent of x.x x 1 2 1 2
Consider the nonlinear programming problem
Minimize f h : h x s 0 for i g E  .  .i
1 .
h x F 0 for i g I ,4 .i
 4  4where E s 1, . . . , p and I s p q 1, . . . , p q q . Several sequential
 .methods for solving 1 were developed to avoid moving along the bound-
w xary of the feasible region defined by nonlinear constraints 2, 8, 14, 15 .
Some of these methods are the logarithmic-barrier, the quadratic penalty,
and the multiplier methods. Often, there are numerical difficulties in
finding the unconstrained minimizers due to the Hessian of the problem
being ill-conditioned. This led to the development of multiplier or what is
.sometimes called augmented Lagrangian methods. Multiplier methods are
also sequential minimization techniques but ones whose Hessian matrices
are better conditioned. In these methods the mathematical programming
 .problem defined in 1 is solved via the minimization of the unconstrained
ˆ .problem P x, l, n ; r defined by0
1
T T T y1ˆ ˆPsn f x yrd x q l h x q h x G h x .  .  .  .0 E E E E2 r
pqq
ˆy f r l ln yh x q u r , 2 .  .  .  . . iyp i i iyp
ispq1
 .   . 4  .   . 4where h x s h x for g E ; h x s h x for i g I ; G is a positiveE i I i
Tˆ Tˆ Tˆ .definite matrix, possibly the identity; n ) 0 is held fixed; and l s l , l0 E I
Tˆ p Tˆ q ˆis some approximation to the Lagrange multiplier, l g R , l g R ; d isE I
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 .an approximation to the gradient of the Lagrangian. The functions f ri
 .  .and u r i s 1, . . . , q are assumed to be at least twice continuouslyi
 .differentiable in a neighborhood of r s 0 and the f r ) 0 for r ) 0 andi
 .  .sufficiently small. It is also required that f 0 s 0 and u 0 s 0 fori i
i s 1, . . . , q. The function P is called the augmented Lagrangian. The case
ˆ ˆ  .l s 0, l s e s 1, 1, . . . , 1 , and d s 0 corresponds to the quadraticE I
penalty and log-barrier functions. In the usual quadratic penalty and
log-barrier methods, the parameter r takes values r ) r ) ??? ) r ) ???1 2 k
and lim r s 0. For r very small and positive, the Hessian matrixk ª` k
 .becomes ill-conditioned and thus the convergence if any becomes very
low. The relevant feature of the method of multipliers is that, under
suitable smoothness, regularity assumptions and, for a sufficiently small
penalty parameter, the solution of the constrained problem are obtained
ˆby sequentially updating l and minimizing the augmented Lagrangian,
without letting r tend to zero. Thus the ill-conditioning associated with the
quadratic penalty and the logarithmic-barrier methods is often but not
w xalways avoided 8 .
 .Let x be an isolated solution of 1 and let l be the corresponding0 0
 .Lagrange multiplier so that = L x , l , n s 0. In the method of multi-x 0 0 0
 .  .  k k .pliers, we let u r s f r and generate a sequence x , l which hope-
 .fully converges to x , l while the penalty parameter r is allowed to0 0
change but remains bounded away from zero. This sequence is generated
as follows. Given a multiplier vector lk and a penalty parameter r k ) 0,
 k k . n k kwe minimize P x, l , n ; r over R to get a vector x . Then update l0 E
kq1 k kq1 w xto l and l to l . There are many such updates 8 . Perhaps theE I I
most popular are
Gy1 h x k .Ekq1 kl s l qE E kr
3 .k kl f r .i iypkq1l s , i s p q 1, p q 2, . . . , p q q.i k kyh x q f r .  .i iyp
One frequently adjusts the penalty parameter so that r kq1 - r k and
repeats the whole process. In this section we address the question of
whether a local minima of the augmented Lagrangian exists.
 .The first-order necessary condition for x to be a minimizer of 2 is that
ˆ .= P s 0. Suppose that we minimize P x, l; r approximately or exactlyx
0  .and let x be the approximate or the exact solution of 2 at r s r . With0
ˆ y1 ˆ .  .   .the definitions l s l q G h x rr, l s f r l r yh x qE E E i iyp i i
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ˆ 0 ..  .  .u r for i s p q 1, . . . , p q q, and d s d q 1rr = P x , r , the sys-iyp 0 x 0
 .  .  0 .tem = P x, r s rrr = P x , r is equivalent to the system of equationsx 0 x 0
= L x , l, n y rd .x 0G x , l, n ; r .1 0
ˆh x y rG l yl .G x , l, n ; r .G x , l, n ; r s s s0 . . E E E2 00
G x , l, n ; r . ˆ3 0 Mh x yMu r qMf r .  .  .I
4 .
ˆ ˆ ˆ T .  .where M s diag l , . . . , l , M s diag l , . . . , l , u spq1 pqq pq1 pqq
 .  .  . pqq  .u , . . . , u , L s L x, l, n s n f x q  l h x is the Lagrangian.1 q is1 i i
This system represents n q q q p equations in n q q q p unknowns. In
this work, the variable z will be used to denote the n q p q q variables
 .  .x, l when dealing with system 4 . The Frechet derivative D G is given´ z
by
T T2= L z D h x D h x .  .  .x x E x I
D G z ; r s . 5D h x yrG 0 .  . .z x E
MD H x 0 diag h x y u r .  .  . .x I I
 .The system 4 is sometimes called the expanded Lagrangian homotopies
w x  .22 . These homotopies are used as a second phase in solving 1 by
tracking the zero curves of G or F from r s r to r s 0.0
2. CLASSIFICATION OF SINGULARITIES
A necessary condition for the existence of multiple solution branches to
 .a smooth system G x, l, n ; r s 0 in each neighborhood of a solution
 .  .  .z ; 0 s x , l , n ; 0 is that the Frechet derivative D G z ; 0 be singu-´0 0 0 0 z 0
lar. To successfully utilize numerical bifurcation and continuation tech-
niques to solve practical homotopies for nonlinear programming problems,
 .one must know the types of singularities to expect in D G z; r at r s 0.z
 .Thus, we shall give necessary and sufficient conditions for D G z ; 0 to bez 0
 .singular at a solution of G z; r s 0.
The next theorem provides conditions under which the existence and the
persistence of a path of local minima of the augmented Lagrangian and
the convergence of the method of multipliers are guaranteed.
w x  .  .  .THEOREM 1 21 . Let z ; 0 s x, l , n ; 0 be a solution of G z; r s 0,0 0 0
 .i.e., a solution of Eq. 4 . Assume f and h are twice continuously differentiable
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in a neighborhood of x and define two index sets A and A and a correspond-0
ing tangent space T by
0A s E j i g I : h x s 0 , A s E j i g A : l / 0 4 .  4i 0 i
6 .
T s y g R n : D h x y s 0 i g A . 4 .  .x i 0
 .Then a necessary and sufficient condition that D G z ; 0 be nonsingular isz 0
that each of the following three conditions hold:
 .a A s A;
 .   .4 < <b S [ = h x is a linearly independent collection of A ¨ec-x i 0 ig A
< <tors where A denotes the cardinality of A;
 . 2  .c The Hessian, = L z , of the Lagrangian is nonsingular on thex 0
tangent space T at z .0
 .If D G z ; 0 is nonsingular, there exist neighborhoods B of r s 0 and Bz 0 1 2
 . 1 .   . .of z s x , l , n and a function f g C B such that G f r ; r s 00 0 0 0 1
 .for all r g B and f 0 s z . This solution is unique in the sense that if1 0
 .  .  .z; r g B and G z; r s 0, then z; r belongs to the manifold defined by2
 . k  .  `f, i.e., z s f r . Furthermore, if f and h are C k G 2 C or real
. ky1  ` .analytic , then f is C C or real analytic , respecti¨ ely on B . Finally, if1
2  .   ..= L x , l , n is positi¨ e definite on N D h x , then this path persists inx 0 0 0 x 0
2 ˆ  . .  .that = P x r , l, r is positi¨ e definite for sufficiently small r ) 0, i.e., x r isx
 .  .a path of local minima. If furthermore u r s f r , one may choose a ¨alue
 .of r sufficiently small that the method of multipliers using the update 3
con¨erges.
Proof. The proof of this theorem is a direct application of the implicit
w xfunction theorem and is given in 21 .
 . Note that condition a is called strict complementarity i g A l I
 . 0 .  .implies h x s 0 and l is nonzero and condition b is the lineari 0 i
independence constraint qualification.
 .  .  .The importance of the three conditions a , b , and c of Theorem 1 is
that they provide a set of necessary and sufficient conditions for a
singularity in the system G s 0 and an initial classification into which all
singularities and bifurcation problems fit. The violation of one or more of
 .  .  .these three conditions a , b , and c leads in a natural and obvious way
to a division into seven cases.
 .We use the term critical point to refer to any solution of system 4 ,
 .  .  .regular point to describe any solution of 4 for which conditions a , b ,
 .and c of Theorem 1 are valid, and reserve the term singular point for any
 .  .  .solution of 4 at which D G is singular, i.e., one or more of a ] c isz
violated.
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3. PRELIMINARY BIFURCATION RESULTS
Theoretical and numerical bifurcation has been the subject of a form-
w xidable literature, e.g., 1, 3, 10, 13, 22 . Thus the intent of this section is to
give a brief introduction to some of the more elementary parts of this
subject. This section contains a rather complete development for the
 .critical points of the general one-parameter equation F z; a s 0 in the
w xcases that the corank of the matrix D F : D F is zero or one and D Fz a z
 .has a one-dimensional null-space at the solution z ; a . Of course, the0 0
implicit function theorem covers the case in which D F is nonsingular.z
 .The other situations are: 1 D F has a one-dimensional null space, butz
 .D F is not in the range of D F; and 2 D F has a one-dimensional nulla z z
space, and D F is in the range of D F. Note that Case 1 leads to aa z
singularity of codimension zero, while Case 2 leads to singularities of
codimension one.
Since the concept of the singularity of a linear operator on a subspace is
needed, we briefly explain it next. Let L: R m ª R m be a linear operator
and let V denote a k-dimensional subspace of R m. The restriction of L to
V is denoted by L and defined on V as PL where P is an orthogonalV
projection of R m onto V. A scalar l is an eigenvalue of L provided thereV
exists a nonzero vector y g V such that L y s l y. Thus we say that L isV
singular on the subspace V provided zero is an eigenvalue of L . If L alsoV
denotes the matrix representation of the operator L and the columns of a
matrix Z g R m= k form an orthonormal basis for V, then P s ZZT is such
a projection and the eigenvalues of L are the eigenvalues of the matrixV
ZTLZ, which are invariant under changes in Z as long as the columns
form an orthonormal basis for V.
 .  .In this development the notation R L and N L will denote the range
and null spaces, respectively, of the linear operator L. The inner product
 : n  : T, on R will be defined by u, ¨ s u ¨ . The next theorem discusses
bifurcation from a singularity of codimension zero or one and
  ..N D F z ; a is a one-dimensional.z 0 0
THEOREM 2. Let B and B be open neighborhoods of z g R n and1 2 0
1  . l n.a g R , respecti¨ ely, and assume F z ; a s 0, F g C B = B ; R for0 0 0 1 2
  ..some l G 1, dim N D F z ; a s 1. Let c and c * denote eigen¨ectorsz 0 0
 .  .Tcorresponding to the zero eigen¨alue of D F z ; a and D F z ; a ,z 0 0 z 0 0
respecti¨ ely.
 .  .   ..i Let D F z ; a f R D F z ; a . Then there exist open neigh-a 0 0 z 0 0
 . 1borhoods U ; B = B of z ; a and I ; R of 0 and a function1 2 0 0
 . l .   .  ..  .   .  ..w , w g C I; U such that w 0 , w 0 s z ; a and F w e ; w e1 2 1 2 0 0 1 2
 .s 0 for all e g I. Furthermore, any solution z; a g U of F s 0 is gi¨ en by
 .   .  ..  .z; a s w e ; w e for some e g I; dw 0 rde s 0; and the parameter-1 2 2
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  . :  :ization can be chosen so that w e y z , c s e c , c . Moreo¨er, if the1 0
 .zero eigen¨alue of D F z ; a is algebraically simple, then a parameterizationz 0 0
  . :  :can be chosen so that w e y z , c * s e c , c * . If l G 2, then a1 0
 .  .  2 .  .parameterization of w , w may be gi¨ en by w e s z q ec q e r2 z eˆ1 2 1 0
2 ly2 .  .  .  .  .and w e s a q e r2 a e , where z e and a e are C in a neigh-ˆ2 0
  . :borhood of e s 0 and z e , c s 0. An algebraic expression forˆ
2  . 2d w 0 rde is gi¨ en by2
d2w 0 D2F z ; a cc , c * : .  .2 z 0 0s y . 7 .2  :D F z ; a , c *de  .a 0 0
 .  .   .  ..Finally, if F is an analytic function of z; a near z ; a , then w e , w e0 0 1 2
is analytic near zero.
 .  .   ..ii Assume that l G 2 and D F z ; a g R D F z ; a . Definea 0 0 z 0 0
 2 2 :a s D F q 2 D D Fw q D Fww , c * ,a a z z
 2 :b s D Fc w q D D Fc , c 9 ,z a z 8 .
 2 :c s D Fcc , c * ,z
D s b2 y ac,
 .where deri¨ ati¨ es of F are e¨aluated at z ; a and w is the unique solution0 0
 :  .  .of w, c s 0 and D F z ; a w s yD F z ; a . If D ) 0, then therez 0 0 a 0 0
 . 1exist open neighborhoods U ; B = B of z ; a and I ; R of 0, and1 2 0 0
 " ". ly1 . l .two distinct functions w ; w g C I; U l C I9; U , where I9 is a1 2
 " . " .  .deleted neighborhood of zero, such that w 0 ; w 0 s z ; a and1 2 0 0
 " . " ..F w e ; w e s 0 for all e g I. These two solution manifolds represent1 2
the totality of solutions of F s 0 in U. Also, if F is an analytic function of
 .  .  " . " ..z; a in a neighborhood of z ; a , the w e ; w e is also analytic in0 0 1 2
I. Parametrizations of these manifolds are gi¨ en as follows:
 . " .1 If c / 0 and D ) 0, then a s w e ' a q e and z s2 0
" . " . " . " . " . ly1w e ' z q g e c q e w q e z e where e z e and g e are Cˆ ˆ1 0
 " . : " .in a sufficiently small neighborhood of e s 0, z e , c s 0, z 0 s 0,ˆ ˆ
" " ’ .  .g 0 s 0, and dg 0 rde s yb " D rc.
 .2 If c s 0 and D ) 0, then the two solutions are gi¨ en by
 . y . y . y .a a s w e ' a q e and z s w e ' z q g e c q e w q2 0 1 0
y . y . y . ly1e z e where e z e and g e are C in a sufficiently small neighbor-ˆ ˆ
 y . : y . y . y .hood of e s 0, z e , c s 0, z 0 s 0, g 0 s 0, and dg 0 rde sˆ ˆ
yar2b.
q q q .  .  .  .b a s w e s a q ea e and z s w e ' z q ec q2 0 1 0
q q q q ly1  . .  .  .  .w e y a w q e z e where e z e and a e are C in a suffi-ˆ ˆ2 0
q q q .  .  .ciently small neighborhood of e s 0, w 0 s a , dw 0 rde s a 0 s 0,2 0 2
 :  q . : q .w, c s 0, z e , c s 0, and z 0 s 0.ˆ ˆ
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 .Finally, if the zero eigen¨alue of D F z ; a is algebraically simple and wz 0 0
 .  .is redefined to be the unique solution of D F z ; a w s yD F z ; a andz 0 0 a 0 0
 :  .  .w, c * s 0, then the conclusions in parts i and ii remain ¨alid with
 " . :  " . :z e , c s 0 replaced by z e , c * s 0.ˆ ˆ
 .   ..Note that since D F z ; a f R D F z ; a , the denominator in thea 0 0 z 0 0
 .fraction on the right-hand side of expression 7 is nonzero. If the expres-
 .sion 7 is nonzero, then the singularity is called a quadratic fold point
 2  . 2 . 2 .  2 .since a y a s d w 0 rde e r2 q o e as e ª 0. It is important to0 2
stress that the above conclusions depend only on the geometric multiplicity
of the zero eigenvalue being one and not on the algebraic multiplicity.
 .When the zero eigenvalue of D F z ; a is algebraically simple, a param-z 0 0
  .  ..  .eterization of w e ; w e can be chosen so that w e s z q ec q1 2 1 0
 2 .  .  .  2 .  .  .  . ly2e r2 z e and w e s a q e r2 a e where z e and a e are C˜ ˜ ˜ ˜2 0
  . :in a neighborhood of e s 0 and z e , c * s 0.˜
w x  .The proof of Theorem 2 is given in 11 . Note that in both cases ii1 and
 .ii2 of Theorem 2 there is a solution parameterized by a , i.e., a s a q e .0
 .For case ii2b in the above theorem and if l G 3, then regardless of the
algebraic multiplicity one has
2 q 3 2d w 0 D F z ; a ccc q 3D F z ; a c w , c * : .  .  .2 z 0 0 z 0 0s y , 9 .2 3bde
2 .  .where w is the unique solution to D F z ; a w s yD F z ; a cc andz 0 0 z 0 0
 :w, c s 0.
Note that for simple bifurcation in which the algebraic multiplicity of
the zero eigenvalue is one, the algebraic condition D ) 0 is equivalent to
y .the condition that dl 0 rde / 0.
 2  . 2 .There are four cases of a quadratic fold point d w 0 rde / 0 , and in2
 .  .this case the eigenvalue l e of D F z; a changes sign at the fold pointz
 . 2  . 2with l 0 s 0. If d w 0 rde s 0, then a higher order analysis is required2
to determine the local behavior.
Finally, the case D - 0 gives an isolated point. The case D s 0 gives
rise to higher codimension singularities such as cusp points or points of
higher order contact.
In the next section, existence of solutions is investigated for the case in
which the Hessian of the Lagrangian is singular on a tangent space.
4. SINGULARITY ON A TANGENT SPACE
 .The main objective of this section is to relax condition b of Theorem 1
and investigate the existence and uniqueness of solution paths of local
 .ˆnminima of the problem min P x, l, n ; r for r ) 0. The analysis willx g R
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be mainly concentrated on the case where G has minimal degeneracy at
 . w xz ; 0 in that D G : D G has corank zero or one. In particular, we are0 z r
 . 2  .interested in the case in which D h x is of full rank but = L z has ax 0 x 0
  ..geometrically simple zero eigenvalue on the tangent space T s N D h x ,x 0
  .. 2  .i.e., there is a nonzero vector c g N D h x such that = L z c g1 x 0 x 0 1
  ..H  .  .TN D h x . The eigenvectors c and c * of D G z ; 0 and D G z ; 0 ,x 0 z 0 z 0
respectively, are given in
c1c1
c s s 10a .T 2c y D h x q = L z c .  . .2 x 0 x 0 1
and
U c1c1
c * s s , 10b .TU y1 2c yL D h x q = L z c .  . .2 0 x 0 x 0 1
where L is a diagonal matrix with L s 1 for i g E and L s l0 for0 i i i i i
i g I. The following theorem describes the bifurcation behavior for this
case.
THEOREM 4. Let B and I be open neighborhoods of x g R n, 0 g R,0
l . l pqq. l q.and let f g C B = I; R , h g C B = I; R , and u , f g C I; R for
some l G 3. Assume that there is multiplier l g R pqq such that0
 .  .= L x , l , n s 0 and h x s 0. Suppose thatx 0 0 0 0
 .a. D h x is of full rank,x 0
2  .b. = L x , l , n is singular with simple zero eigen¨alue onx 0 0 0
  ..N D h x , andx 0
  ..c. the strict complementarity condition holding h x s 0 impliesi 0
.that l / 0 for i s p q 1, p q 2, . . . , p q q .i
 .   ..A. D G z ; 0 g R D G z ; 0 if and only if K s 0, wherer 0 z 0
U ˆ U : :Ks D G z ; 0 , c * s y d , c y G l y l , c .  ; .r 0 1 0 2
ˆ Uy M u 9 0 y Mf9 0 , c , 11 : .  .  .0 3
T  T T T . n p q  .where c s c , c , c g R = R = R is defined in 10 . Let a, b, c,1 2 3
and D be defined by
ˆ U U U :  :a s y M u 0 0 q Mf0 0 , c y 2 Gw , c y2 diag u 9 0 w , c : .  .  .0 3 2 2 3 3
 2 :q D Gww, c * ,z
 U: U  2 : :b s y Gc , c y diag u 9 0 c , c q D Gwc , c * , .2 2 3 3 z 12 .
 2 :c s D Gcc , c * , andz
D s b2 y ac.
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 .If D ) 0, there are two solution branches emanating from z ; 0 with0
parameterization as gi¨ en in Theorem 2.
 .   ..B. If D G z ; 0 f R D G z ; 0 or equi¨ alently K / 0. Theorem 2r 0 z 0
  .  ..  .yields a solution branch z e ; r e for G s 0 in a neighborhood of z ; 00
 .with r 9 0 s 0 and
=3 L z c c c q 3 D2 h x c c ; c X : .  .x 0 1 1 1 x 0 1 1 2Yr 0 s , 13 .  .
K
XT  T T . p qwhere c s c , c g R = R .2 2 3
 .In the next example we show that the quantity r 0 0 could be positive,
ˆzero, or negative. It will also show that the choice of l may change the
nature of the critical point type of the system G s 0.
 .EXAMPLE 1. The equality constrained problem, minimizing f x , x s1 2
4  .x q x x subject to h x , x s x s 0, has a local minima at x s x s 01 1 2 1 2 2 1 2
and the corresponding Lagrange multiplier l s 0. Note that the linear
2  .independence constraint qualification is satisfied but = L 0, 0 is singularx
1w x4on the tangent space T s span . Define a penalty function P such that0
ˆ 4 ˆ 2 ˆ .  .P x , x , l, r s x q x x q l x q 1r2 r x , where l is an approxima-1 2 1 1 2 2 2
tion of l. Then the equation = P s 0 is equivalent to G s 0, wherex
34 x q x1 2
x q lG s . 14 .1
ˆx y r l y l .2
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ .   ..Now D G 0, 0, l, 0 g R D G 0, 0, l, 0 iff l s 0. If l / 0, there is onlyr z
 .  3 .  . 3one solution branch given by x , x , l s ye , 4e , e and r e s 4e r1 2
 .e y l . This solution, expressed in terms of r, is given by x s yl,1
3 3 ˆx s 4l , and l is a solution of the equation y4l q rl y rl s 0. For2
ˆ ˆ3 ˆ3 .  .fixed r ) 0, it can be shown that l s l q 4rr l q o l . It should be
observed that the solution of the last difference equation does not ap-
ˆproach zero unless the initial value of l is set to zero. Thus the method of
2 ˆ .multipliers does not converge for this example. Observe that = P x, l, rx
ˆˆis positive definite when l ) 0 and e - 0, or l - e and e ) 0. It is
indefinite otherwise.
ˆ y y .  .When l s 0 there are two solutions given by z ; r s 0, r and
 q q.  3 2 . 2  y .z ; r s ye , y4e , e , 4e . Note that for any value of e , = P x , 0, rx
is not positive definite and hence xy is a path of saddle points. While
2  q . q= P x , 0, r is positive definite for each r ) 0, i.e., x is a path of localx
minima.
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5. PERSISTENCE OF LOCAL MINIMA
The existence and bifurcation behavior of solutions for the case where
2 <= L is singular were discussed in Section 4. In this section, we examineTx
the nature of critical point type solutions of = P s 0 when the gradientsx
of the active constraints are linearly independent and strict complementar-
ity condition holds but the Hessian of the Lagrangian is singular on the
tangent space of the active constraints. It turns out, as one may suspect,
 .that not all solution branches of = P s 0 through z ; 0 persist in that ax 0
minimum could disappear at a bifurcation point. In fact, the main conclu-
2  .sion of the next theorem is that, if = L z is positive semi-definite with ax 0
  ..geometrically simple zero eigenvalue on the tangent space N D h x ,x 0
then for both simple fold point and simple bifurcation singularities there
always exist a path of minima and a path of saddle points regardless of
 .whether the singularity point z ; 0 is a point of minima or saddle point.0
In this context, the corresponding case of the parametric programming
problem is also considered where the description of the continuous exten-
2  .sion of the zero eigenvalue of = L z and persistence of local minima isx 0
given. In the following analysis, the quantity z and r denotes the ithi i
 .  .derivatives of z e and r e with respect to e evaluated at e s 0.
 .For the penalty function P defined in 2 , the Hessian matrix is given by
=2P x e ; r e s =2 L x e , l e , n .  .  .  . .  .x x 0
1 T y1q D h x e G D h x e .  . .  .x E x Er e .
pqq 2l e .iq 
lˆ f r e . .pq1 i iyp
T
= D h x e D h x e 15 .  .  . .  .x i x i
ˆ y1  .  .where l s l q G h x rr and l s l f r yh q u for i s p qE E E i i iyp i iyp
1, . . . , p q q. The main task of this section is to examine the positive
definiteness of =2P along each smooth solution branch of = P s 0. Thisx x
leads, for some cases, to investigating the eigenvalues of =2P.x
THEOREM 5. Let f and h be C l for some l G 3 in a neighborhood of x .0
 .Assume that D h x is of maximal rank, strict complementarity holds, andx 0
2  .= L z is positi¨ e semi-definite with a geometrically simple zero eigen¨aluex 0
  ..with corresponding eigen¨ector c on the tangent space N D h x . Let1 x 0
  .  ..   .  .  ..z e ; r e s x e , l e , n ; r e denote any smooth solution of = P s 0.0 x
2   .  ..Then all but one of the eigen¨alues of = P x e ; r e are positi¨ e for smallx
2   .  ..  .e . Also, = P x e ; r e has exactly one eigen¨alue l e with eigen¨ectorx
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 . ly2  .u e and both are C in a neighborhood of e s 0 satisfying l 0 s 0,
 .u 0 s c , and1
dl 0 D2 G z ; 0 z c q r D D G z ; 0 c , c * : .  .  .z 0 1 1 r z 0s . 16 . :de c , c1 1
 .   ..  .a. Let D G z ; 0 f R D G z ; 0 , then r s dr 0 rde s 0, r sr 0 z 0 1 2
2  . 2  2 :  :  .d r 0 rde s y D Gcc , c * r D G, c * , and dl 0 rde can be simpli-z r
fied to
 :dl 0 D G z ; 0 , c * .  .r 0s y r2 :de c , c1 1
ˆ ˆ y1 :d , c q G l yl , c q M 0 u 9 0 yMf9 0 , M c : .  .  . ; .1 E E 2 3s r2 :c , c1 1
17 .
 .  .Therefore, if r / 0, then dl 0 rde / 0 so that l e changes sign as e crosses2
 .zero. Furthermore, if r ) 0, then z ; 0 is a quadratic fold point and a2 0
 .saddle point and a minimizer merge at z ; 0 .0
 .   ..b. Let D G z ; 0 g R D G z ; 0 and let a, b, c, and D be as inr 0 z 0
Theorem 4 with D ) 0,
 . " " " " .1 If c / 0, then r s 1, z s g c q w, and dl 0 rde can be1 1 1
simplified to
" ’dl 0 " D .
s . :de c , c1 1
 .Therefore, a minimizer and a saddle point merge at z ; 0 .0
 . q . y . 2 q . 22 Let c s 0. Then dl 0 rde s 0 and dl 0 rde and d l 0 rde
can be simplified to
dly 0 b .
s  :de c , c1 1
and
d2 lq 0 y2b .
s r .22  :c , cde 1 1
Therefore if r ) 0, then pitchfork bifurcation occurs and depending on the2
sign of b one of two cases may occur.
 .  .i When b - 0, two minimizers and a saddle point merge at z ; 0 .0
 .  .ii When b ) 0, two saddle points and a minimizer merge at z ; 0 .0
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2  .Proof. Since = L z is singular with a geometrically simple zerox 0
eigenvalue with corresponding eigenvectors c on the tangent space1
  .. nypyq 2  . w  .xTN D h x , there is c g R such that = L z c q D h x cx 0 2 x 0 1 x 0 2
 .  .Ts 0. The zero eigenvectors c and c * of D G z ; 0 and D G z ; 0 ,z 0 z 0
 .respectively, are given by 10 . Let l be an eigenvalue with corresponding
2   .  .. 2eigenvector u of = P x e , r e so that = Pu s lu. This equation can bex x
rewritten as follows.
1 T2 y1= L z e u q D h x e G D h x e u .  .  . .  .  .x x E x Er
2 ˆy1 y1q D h x e M e M diag f r e D h x e u s lu. .  .  .  . .  .  . .x I x I
Define
Gy1D h x e u . .x E
y sE r
2 ˆy1 y1y s M e M diag f e D h x e u. .  .  . . .I x I
If we add the normalization
1 1
 :  :  :  :u , u q y , y q y , y s c , c .E E I I2 2
we get the following system
G u , y , y , l , e .E I
T T2¡ ¦= L u q D h x e y q D h x e y y lu .  . .  .x x E E x I I
Dh x e u y r e G y .  . .E E~ ¥s s 0. 18 .
2 ˆM e D h u y M diag f y .  .x I I
1 1¢ § :  :  :  :u , u q y , y q y , y y c , c .E E I I2 2
y1 ˆ  .  .Observe that since M M diag f s diag h y u , the system G s 0 isI
equivalent to the system
T2¡ ¦= L u q D h x e y y lu . .x x~ ¥Gˆ u , y , l , e s s 0, 19 .  .L D hu y d y , e .x
1 1¢ § :  :  :u , u q y , y y c , c .2 2
T  T T .where y s y , y andE I
yr e G y . E
d y , e s . . y1 ˆyM e M diag f e y .  . . I
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ˆNow, solving the system G s 0 is equivalent to solving the system G s 0.
ˆ .We note that G c , c , 0, 0 s 0 and1 2
T2= L z D h x yc .  .x 0 x 0 1ˆ­ G c , c , 0, 0 .1 2 s 20L D h x 0 0  . .x 0­ u , y , l .
T Tc c 01 2
T T T .is nonsingular. To show the latter, let z s x , l , n and consider the
ˆ ˆ  .  ..  .equation ­ G c , c , 0, 0 r­ u, y, l z s 0. Clearly, ­ G c , c , 0, 0 r1 2 1 2
 .­ u, y, l is nonsingular if and only if z s 0 is the only solution. Hence we
ˆ  .  ..will seek all solutions z of ­ G c , c , 0, 0 r­ u, y, l z s 0. The last1 2
equation can be rewritten as
T2= L z xqDh x lync s 0 21a .  .  .x 0 0 1
L D h x x s 0 21b .  .x I 0
T Tc x q c l s 0. 21c .1 2
w x   ..Let Z : c be a full rank matrix whose columns span N Dh x , then Eq.1 0
nypyqy1 .21b yields x s Zy q ac for some y g R and a g R. Substitut-1
T .ing x in 21a and premultiplying by c yields n s 0. Note that the1
2  .   ..singularity of = L z on the tangent space N Dh x impliesx 0 0
T 2 2 .  .Z = L z c s 0 and c = L z c s 0 which yield y s 0, i.e., x s ac .x 0 1 1 x 0 1 1
 .  .Substituting this in 21a yields l s ac . Substituting x and l in 21c2
T . w  .xyield a s 0, i.e., x s 0. Therefore, Eq. 21a reduces to Dh x l s 00
Tw  .xwhich yields l s 0 since D h x is of full column rank. Hence z s 0.x 0
It follows from the implicit function theorem that in a neighborhood of
 . ly2the point c , c , 0 , there exists a locally unique C solution1 2
  .  .  ..   .  .  ..  .u e , y e , l e such that u 0 , y 0 , l 0 s c , c , 0 . To determine1 1 2
ˆ  .  .  . .  .  .du 0 rde , dy 0 rde , dl 0 rde the inverse of ­ G c , c , 0, 0 r­ u, y, l is1 2
w xneeded and given in 11 .
 .Since we are interested in finding an expression for dl 0 rde in terms of
the constants a, b, and c defined in Theorem 4, it is more convenient to
 .express the system defined in 19 in the form
D GU y lUz
Gˆ s s 0,1 1
 :  :U, U y c , c .
2 2
T T T T T T .  .where U s u , y and U s u , 0 . Differentiating with respect to e
and evaluating at e s 0 yield
2D Gz e U e q r e D D GU e q D GU e .  .  .  .  .z 1 1 r z z 1 es0
s l9 e U e q l e U e . .  .  .  .1 es0
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Therefore,
2D G z ; 0 U s l9 0 U 0 y D G z ; 0 z c y r D D G z ; 0 c . .  .  .  .  .z 0 1 z 0 1 1 r z 0
The last equation is solvable iff
D2 G z ; 0 z c q r D D G z ; 0 c , c * : .  .z 0 1 1 r z 0
l9 0 s 22 .  . :c , c1 1
 .   ..a. Let D G z ; 0 f R D G z ; 0 , then r s 0 and z s c . It fol-r 0 z 0 1 1
lows that
D2 G z ; 0 cc , c * : .z 0
l9 0 s . .  :c , c1 1
 2  . :   . :Since r s y D G z ; 0 cc , c * r D G z ; 0 , c * , we can rewrite2 z 0 r 0
 .l9 0 as
 :D G z ; 0 , c * .r 0
l9 0 s y r . . 2 :c , c1 1
 .  .Therefore, l9 0 s 0 if and only if r s 0. Clearly if r / 0, l e will change2 2
sign when e crosses zero.
 .   ..b. When D G z ; 0 g R D G z ; 0 and c / 0. Theorem 4 showsr 0 z 0
that r s 1 and z "s g "c q w. Thus1 1 1
dl " 0 D2 G g "c q w c q D D Gc , c * : .  .z 1 r zs  :de c , c1 1
" 2 :  2 :g D Gcc , c * q D Gwc q D D Gc , c *1 z z r zs  :c , c1 1
’D
s " . :c , c1 1
 .This proves part 1 of Case b.
 .  .To prove part 2 , let D G g R D G and c s 0. In this case one canr z
y .  :use the argument of the first case to show that dl 0 rde s br c , c .1 1
q . q q 2To determine dl 0 rde , we have r s 0, z s c , and D Gz s yD Gcc1 1 z 2 z
y r D G. The solvability condition for the last equation yields2 r
 2 :D Gcc , c * s 0 and hencez
 2 :D Gcc , c *zql 0 s s 0. .1  :c , c1 1
q .To determine l 0 , we have1
D Gz s yD3Gz z z y 3D2 Gz z y 3r D D Gz y r D G. 23 .z 3 z 1 1 1 z 1 2 2 r z 1 3 r
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 2 :  .Since c s D Gcc , c * s 0 and D G g R D G , the equationz r z
D Gz s yD2 Gcc y r D Gz 2 z 2 r
is solvable with solution z s w q r w where w is the unique solution of2 2
2  :D Gw s yD Gcc and w, c s 0, where w is as defined before.z z
 .Equation 23 is solvable if and only if
 3 2 :D Gz z z q 3D Gz z q 3r D D Gz , c * s 0z 1 1 1 z 1 2 2 r z 1
or equivalently
3 2 2 :D Gccc q 3D Gc w q 3r D Gc w q 3r D D Gc , c * s 0.z z 2 z 2 r z
Hence,
3 2 :D Gccc q 3D Gc w , c *z z
r s y .2 3b
Now the condition c s 0 yields that the equations D GU s yD2 Gcc ,z 1 z
 :U , c s 0 are solvable and U s w. Differentiating D GU s lU twice1 1 z
with respect to e and evaluating at e s 0 yield
3 2 2D Gz z U q D Gz U q 2 D Gz U q r D D Gc q D GU s l0Uz 1 1 z 2 z 1 1 2 r z z 2
which is equivalent to the equation
3 2 2D GU s l0U y D Gccc y D G w q r w c y 2 D Gc w y r D D Gc . . .z 2 z z 2 z 2 r z
The last equation is solvable iff
3 2 2 :  :  :l0 c , c s D Gccc q 3D Gwc q r D Gwc q D D Gc , c *1 1 z z 2 z r z
s y3br q r b s y2 r b.2 2 2
Hence
y2b
ql 0 s r . .2 2 :c , c1 1
The rest follows from the fact that a symmetric matrix is positive definite
iff all its eigenvalues are positive.
Q.E.D.
The next example illustrates the behavior of solutions described in
Theorem 5.
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EXAMPLE 2. Consider the equality constrained problem
2 2 2Minimize x y 1 q x subject to 2 x y x s 0. .1 2 1 2
 .  .The minima of this problem occurs at x , x s 0, 0 with the Lagrange1 2
2 2 0 . w xmultiplier l s 1 so that = L 0, 0, 1 s 0 and = L s is singular on thex x 0 0
0w x4tangent space T s span .1
Let
1 22 2 2 2ˆ ˆP x , l, r s x y 1 q x q l 2 x y x q 2 x y x , . .  .  .1 2 1 2 1 22 r
then = P s 0 iffx
2 x y 1 q2l s 0 .1
2 x y2l x s 0 24 .2 2
2 ˆ2 x y x y r l y l s 0. .1 2
 .The solutions of 24 are given by
xq1 0
q qz e s s . x e2  / 0q 1l
e 2
qr e s .
lˆ y 1
ˆe l y 1 .
yyx e q 21
y yz e s s . 0x2 0y ˆe l y 1l  . 01 q
e q 2
ry e s e . .
Thus,
q ˆ ’5 5 ’z y z s r l y 1 s O r .  .0
ˆ’r 2 l y 1 .y5 5z y z s s O r . .0 < <r q 2
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The Hessian of P along each of the two solution branches is given by
ˆ ˆ4 l y 1 y4 l y 1 .  .
2 q 2 ee2 q= P x , r s .x ˆy4 l y 1 . ˆ4 l y 1 .
e
and
4
2 q 0
e2 y= P x , r s . .x e ˆ0 y2 l y 1 . /e q 2
2  q .The eigenvalues of = P x , r do not change sign when e crosses zero,x
2  y .while one eigenvalue of = P x , r changes sign when e crosses zero.x
ˆThus when l ) 1 and r ) 0, two minimizers and a saddle point curve
ˆ .merge at z ; 0 , while if l - 1 and r ) 0, two saddle point curves and a0
 .minimizer merge at z ; 0 . We note that the method of multipliers0
converges to the true minimum of the problem along zy provided r is
’ ’  ..   ..chosen such that rr r q 2 2 - 1 i.e., r - 2 2 q 1 .
Looking carefully into the proof of Theorem 5, one can generalize the
theorem to a more general result for the parametric eigenvalue problem
on a subspace as described in the following result.
 . n=n  . n=p  . l  .THEOREM 6. Let A e g R and B e g R p F n be C l G 0
in a neighborhood of e s 0 such that l is an algebraically simple eigen¨alue0
 .   ..of A 0 relati¨ e to the subspace N B 0 with corresponding eigen¨ector c .1
l  .  .Then there are C extensions l e and u e , of the eigen¨alue l and0
 .  .  .eigen¨ector c respecti¨ ely, satisfying l 0 s l and u 0 s c such that l e1 0 1
 .   ..   .  .is an eigen¨alue of A e relati¨ e to the subspace N B e i.e., A e u e s
 .  .  .  .   .T .l e u e q ¨ and B e u e s 0, where ¨ g R B e .
 .Proof. Define P u, l, e by
TA e u y B e y y lu .  .
P u , l , e s . B e u .
 :  :  :u , u q y , y y c , c
 .  .then P c , l , 0 s 0 and D P c , l , 0 is nonsingular. The conclusion1 0 u, l . 1 0
follows from the implicit function theorem. Q.E.D.
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In the context of the parametric nonlinear programming problem we
= L z ; a .xw xmay consider the system G s 0 where G s , and L is aLh x , a .
diagonal matrix with L s 1 for i g E and L s l for i g I. Thei i i i i
importance of the next result is that it represents an analogue of Theorem
5 for the parametric nonlinear programming problem.
l  .  .THEOREM 7. Let f and h be C l G 3 . Assume that D h x , a is ofx 0 0
2  .maximal rank and = L z ; a is positi¨ e semi-definite with a geometricallyx 0 0
simple zero eigen¨alue with corresponding eigen¨ector c on the subspace1
  ..   .  ..   .  .  ..N D h x , a . Let z e ; a e s x e , l e , n ; a e denote anyx 0 0 0
smooth solution of G s 0. Then all but one of the eigen¨alues of
2   .  .. 2   .  ..= L z e ; a e are positi¨ e for small e . Moreo¨er, = L z e ; a e hasx x
 .  .exactly one eigen¨alue l e with eigen¨ector u e on the subspace
   .  .. ly2N D h x e ; a e and both are C in an open neighborhood of e s 0x
 .  .satisfying l 0 s 0, u 0 s c , and1
 2 :dl 0 D Gz c q a D D Gc , c * . z 1 1 a zs . :de c , c1 1
 .  . 2  . 2a. Let D G f R D G , then a s da 0 rde s 0, a s d a 0 rde sa z 1 2
 2 :  :  .y D Gcc , c * r D G, c * , and dl 0 rde can be simplified toz a
 :dl 0 D G, c * . as y a2 :de c , c1 1
 .  .Therefore, if a / 0, then dl 0 rde / 0 so that l e changes sign as e crosses2
 .zero. Furthermore, if a ) 0, then z ; a is a quadratic fold point and a2 0 0
 .saddle point and a minimizer merge at z ; a .0 0
 .   ..b. Let D G z ; a g R D G z ; a and let a, b, c, and D be as ina 0 0 z 0 0
Theorem 2 with D ) 0.
 . " " " " .1 If c / 0, then a s 1, z s g c q w, and dl 0 rde can be1 1 1
simplified to
" ’d 0 " D .
s . :de c , c1 1
 .Therefore, a minimizer and a saddle point merge at z ; a .0 0
 . q . y . 2 q . 22 Let c s 0, then dl 0 rde s 0 and dl 0 rde and d l 0 rde
can be simplified to
dly 0 b .
s  :de c , c1 1
and
d2 lq 0 y2b .
s a .22  :c , cde 1 1
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Therefore, if a ) 0, then pitchfork bifurcation occurs and depending on the2
sign of b one of two cases may occur.
 .  .i When b - 0, two minimizers and a saddle point merge at z ; a .0 0
 .  .ii When b ) 0, two saddle points and a minimizer merge at z ; a .0 0
6. CONCLUSION
Bifurcation analysis of critical point solutions for the quadratic penalty,
the log-barrier, and the multiplier methods has been established. The
analysis started with the formulation of the problem as an algebraic system
of equations and the classification of all singularities according to violation
of the regularity conditions of Theorem 1.
Existence of solutions is investigated for the case where a singularity of
the Hessian on a tangent space is encountered. It was shown by an
example that the method of multipliers does not converge for this case.
Persistence analysis is then established by studying the behavior of exten-
sions of zero eigenvalues of the Hessian of the Lagrangian on a tangent
space.
This work can be readily extended to many other homotopy-type meth-
ods for solving the nonlinear programming problem. Other areas of
interest are the multiparametric nonlinear programming problem and the
parametric optimal control.
Finally, we hope that this analysis will lend insight into both the
structure of critical point solutions for the methods considered in this work
and the numerical solution of the nonlinear programming problem via the
penalty-barrier and the multiplier methods.
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